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 PROLOGUE
"What this country needs is a short, victorious war to stem the tide of revolution." 
V.K. Plehve, Russian Minister of the Interior to General A.N. Kuropatkin, Minister of War,

200 Ante-Diaspora (1903 C.E.), on the eve of the Russo-Japanese War 
"The belief in the possibility of a short decisive war appears to be one of the most

ancient and dangerous of human illusions." 
Robert Lynd

(224–154 Ante-Diaspora) 

 

 
Hereditary President Sidney Harris watched the long cortege wind out of sight along the

Promenade of the People, then turned his back upon it. The conference room's two-hundredth floor
height had transformed the black-draped vehicles into mere beetles crawling harmlessly along an
urban canyon, but their implications showed only too clearly in the grim faces that looked back at
him.

He crossed to his chair and sat, propping his elbows on the long table and leaning his chin into his
palms while he rubbed his eyes. Then he straightened.

"All right. I've got to be at the cemetery in an hour, so let's keep this short." He turned his eyes to
Constance Palmer-Levy, Secretary of Security for the People's Republic of Haven. "Anything more on
how they got to Walter, Connie?"

"Not specifically, no." Palmer-Levy shrugged. "Walter's bodyguards stopped the gunman a bit too
permanently. We can't question a dead man, but we've identified him as one Everett
Kanamashi . . . and what little we have on him suggests he was a fringe member of the CRU."

"Wonderful." Elaine Dumarest, the secretary of war, looked ready to chew splinters out of the
table edge. She and Walter Frankel had been adversaries for years—inevitably, given the budgetary
conflicts between their ministries—but Dumarest was an organized individual. She preferred a neat
and tidy universe in which to make and execute her own policies, and people like the Citizens' Rights



 
Union were high on her list of untidy individuals.

"You think the CRU leadership targeted Walter?" Ron Bergren asked, and Palmer-Levy frowned.
"We've got our moles as deep into them as we can," she told the secretary of foreign affairs. "None

of them suggested the leadership was contemplating anything drastic, but there's been a lot of rank-
and-file anger over Walter's BLS proposals. They're getting more security conscious, too. I'm seeing
signs of a real cellular organization, so I suppose it's possible their action committee authorized it
without our finding out."

"I don't like the sound of that, Sid," Bergren murmured, and Harris nodded. The Citizens' Rights
Union advocated "direct action in the legitimate interest of the people" (meaning a perpetually higher
Dolist standard of living) but normally limited itself to riots, vandalism, occasional terrorist
bombings, and attacks on lower-level bureaucrats as object lessons. The assassination of a cabinet
minister was a new and dangerous escalation . . . assuming the CRU had, indeed, authorized the attack.

"We ought to go in and clean those bastards out," Dumarest growled. "We know who their leaders
are. Give the names to NavSec and let my Marines take care of them—permanently."

"Wrong move," Palmer-Levy disagreed. "That kind of suppression would only make the mob even
less tractable, and at least letting them go on meeting lets us get a read on what they're up to."

"Like this time?" Dumarest asked with awful irony, and Palmer-Levy flushed.
"If—and I emphasize if—the CRU leadership did plan or authorize Walter's murder, then I have to

admit we dropped the ball. But as you just pointed out, we've been able to compile lists of members
and sympathizers. Drive them underground, and we lose that capability. And, as I said, there's no
direct evidence Kanamashi wasn't acting on his own."

"Yeah, sure." Dumarest snorted.
Palmer-Levy started to answer hotly, but Harris' raised hand stopped her. Personally, the President

tended to agree with Dumarest, but he could see Palmer-Levy's point as well. The CRU believed the
Dolists had a God-given right to an ever higher Basic Living Stipend. They blew up other people
(including their fellow Dolists) to make their point, and it would have done Harris' heart good to shoot
every one of them. Unfortunately, the Legislaturalist families who ran the People's Republic had no
choice but to permit organizations like the CRU to exist. Quite aside from the potential for even
greater violence inherent in any open move against them, they'd been around for so long, become so
deeply entrenched, that eliminating one would only make room for another, so it made sense to keep
an eye on the devil they knew rather than rooting it up for a devil they knew nothing about.

Yet Walter Frankel's assassination was frightening. Dolist violence was almost legitimized, part
of the power structure which kept the mob satisfied while the Legislaturalists got on with the business
of running the government. Occasional riots and attacks on expendable portions of the Republic's
bureaucratic structure had become a sanctioned part of what passed for the political process, but there
was—or had been—a tacit understanding between the Dolist leaders and the establishment that
excluded cabinet-level officials and prominent Legislaturalists from the list of acceptable targets.

"I think," the President said finally, his slow words chosen with care, "that we have to assume, for
the moment at least, that the CRU did sanction the attack."

"I'm afraid I have to agree," Palmer-Levy conceded unhappily. "And, frankly, I'm almost equally
worried over reports that Rob Pierre is sucking up to the CRU leadership."

"Pierre?" Surprise sharpened the President's voice, and the security chief nodded even less
happily. Robert Stanton Pierre was Haven's most powerful Dolist manager. He not only controlled
almost eight percent of the total Dolist vote but served as the current speaker of the People's Quorum,
the "democratic caucus" which told the Dolist Managers how to vote.

That much power in any non-Legislaturalist's hands was enough to make anyone nervous, since
the hereditary governing families relied on the People's Quorum to provide the rubber-stamp



 
"elections" which legitimized their reign. But Pierre was scary. He'd been born a Dolist himself and
clawed his way from a childhood on the BLS to his present power with every dirty trick ambition
could conceive of. Some of them hadn't even occurred to the Legislaturalists themselves, and if he
followed their instructions because he knew which side his bread was buttered on, he was still a lean
and hungry man.

"Are you certain about Pierre?" Harris demanded after a moment, and Palmer-Levy shrugged.
"We know he's been in contact with the CRP," she said, and Harris nodded. The Citizens' Rights

Party was the political wing of the CRU, operating openly within the People's Quorum and decrying
the "understandable but regrettable extremism to which some citizens have been forced." It was a
threadbare mask, but accepting it gave the Quorum's managers an often useful pipeline into the CRU's
underground membership.

"We don't know exactly what they've been talking about," Palmer-Levy went on, "and his position
as Speaker of the Quorum means he could have any number of legitimate reasons for meeting with
them. But he seems to be getting awful chummy with some of their delegates."

"In that case, I think we have to look very seriously at the possibility that he knew the
assassination was coming," Harris said slowly. "I'm not saying he had anything to do with planning it,
but if there was official CRU involvement, he could have known—or suspected—what they were up
to. And if he did know and didn't tell us, it could have been because he saw a need to cement his own
relationship with them, even at our expense."

"You really think things are that bad, Sid?" Bergren asked, and the President shrugged.
"No, not really. But we can live with being overly pessimistic, whereas if the CRU did okay it—

and if Pierre knew something about it but chose not to tell us—and we assume they didn't, we could
talk ourselves into a serious domestic policy error."

"Are you suggesting that we abandon Walter's BLS proposals?" George De La Sangliere asked.
The portly, white-haired De La Sangliere had succeeded Frankel as secretary of the economy . . . not
without strenuous efforts to decline the "honor." No one in his right mind wanted to take responsibility
for the Republic's decrepit fiscal structure, and De La Sangliere's expression was unhappy as he asked
the question.

"I don't know, George." Harris sighed, pinching the bridge of his nose.
"I hate to say it, but I don't really think we can," De La Sangliere replied. "Not unless we can cut

military spending by at least ten percent."
"Impossible," Dumarest snapped instantly. "Mr. President, you know that's out of the question! We

have to maintain our fleet strength at current levels—at least—until we deal with the Manticoran
Alliance once and for all."

De La Sangliere frowned without looking at her while he kept his eyes almost pleadingly upon his
president, but the hope faded from them at Harris' expression.

"We should have hit them four years ago," Duncan Jessup grunted. The secretary of public
information was a stocky, perpetually disheveled man who cultivated the public image of a grumpy
but golden-hearted uncle. Public Information was the official government spokesman, its main
propaganda pipeline, but it had also wrested the Bureau of Mental Hygiene away from the Ministry of
Public Health twenty years before. Jessup employed the Mental Hygiene Police with a cold and
ruthless dispatch which sometimes frightened even Harris, and his personal control of the MHP made
him the most powerful member of the cabinet, after the President himself.

"We weren't ready," Dumarest protested. "We were overextended digesting our new acquisitions,
and—"

"And you got too fucking fancy," Jessup interrupted with a rude snort. "First that screw-up in
Basilisk and then the disaster in Yeltsin and Endicott. All we've done is let them build their 'alliance'



 
while our military potential held steady. Are you seriously suggesting we're in a stronger relative
position now than we were then?"

"That's enough, Duncan," Harris said quietly. Jessup glowered at him for a moment, then lowered
his eyes, and the President went on more calmly than he felt. "The entire cabinet endorsed both
operations, and I'll remind all of you that however spectacular those failures were, most of our other
operations have succeeded. We may not have prevented the Manticorans from building up their
alliance, but we have secured countervailing positions. At the same time, I think we all know the
showdown with Manticore is coming." Heads nodded unhappily, and Harris turned his eyes to Fleet
Admiral Amos Parnell, CNO of the Peoples' Navy, who sat at Dumarest's elbow. "How do the odds
really stack up, Amos?"

"Not as well as I'd like, Sir," Parnell admitted. "The evidence suggests Manticore has a
considerably greater technical advantage than anyone thought four years ago. I've personally debriefed
the survivors from the Endicott-Yeltsin operation. None of our people were involved in the final
action there, and we don't have any hard data to support our analyses of what happened, but it's pretty
clear the Manties took out a Sultan-class battlecruiser with only a heavy cruiser and a destroyer. Of
course, the Masadans crewing Saladin were hardly up to our standards in terms of training and
experience, but that's still a disturbing indication of our hardware's relative capabilities. On the basis
of what happened to Saladin and reports of survivors from the earlier actions, we're estimating that,
ton-for-ton, their technical superiority probably gives their units a twenty to thirty percent edge over
our own."

"Surely not that much," Jessup objected, and Parnell shrugged.
"My personal gut feeling is that that's conservative, Mr. Secretary. Let's face it, their education

and industrial systems are much better than ours, and it's reflected in their R&D establishment."
The admiral allowed his eyes to angle towards Eric Grossman as he spoke, and the secretary of

education reddened. The catastrophic consequences of the "democratization of education" in the
People's Republic were a sore point between his ministry and the ministries of economics and war
alike, and the exchanges between him and Dumarest since the superiority of Manticore's technology
had become evident had been acid.

"At any rate," Parnell went on, "Manticore has a definite edge, however pronounced it may
actually be. On the other hand, we have something like twice their absolute tonnage, and forty percent
of their wall of battle consists of dreadnoughts. RMN dreadnoughts may be bigger than our own, but
ninety percent of our wall are superdreadnoughts. Added to that, we've got a lot of combat experience,
and their alliance partners don't add much to their actual fighting power."

"Then why are we so worried about them?" Jessup demanded.
"Because of astrography," Parnell replied. "The Manties already had the advantage of the interior

position; now they've built up a defense in depth. I doubt it's as deep as they'd like—in fact, it's barely
thirty light-years across at Yeltsin—but now that they've closed the gap at Hancock, they've got an
entire network of interlocking fortified supply and maintenance bases all along the frontier. That gives
them the advantages of forward surveillance, and each of those bases is a potential nexus from which
they can raid our supply lines if we advance against them, as well. Their patrols already cover every
axis of approach, Mr. Secretary, and it's only going to get worse once the actual shooting starts. We'll
have to fight our way through them, taking out the bases in our path as we go to protect our flanks and
rear, and that means they're going to have advance notice of our line of attack and be able to deploy
their strength to meet us head on."

Jessup grunted and leaned back, lumpy face set in a frown, and Parnell went on levelly.
"At the same time, we've established our own bases to cover theirs, and as the attacker, we'll hold

the advantage of the initiative. We'll know when and where we actually intend to strike; they'll have to



 
cover all the points we might choose to attack, and do it with a numerically inferior fleet, to boot. I
don't think they can stop us if we commit to an all-out offensive, but they're going to hurt us worse
than anyone else has."

"Are you saying we should attack them, or not, then?" Harris asked quietly. Parnell glanced
sideways at the secretary of war, who gestured for him to go ahead and answer, and cleared his throat.

"Nothing is ever certain in a military campaign, Mr. President. As I've said, I have serious
reservations about the inferiority of our hardware. At the same time, I feel we currently have a
decisive quantitative edge, and I suspect the gap in our technical capabilities is only going to get
worse. I'll be perfectly honest with you, Sir. I don't want to take Manticore on—not because I think
they can defeat us, but because they can weaken us—but if we have to fight, we should probably do it
as soon as possible."

"And if we do, how should we go about it?" Jessup asked sharply.
"My staff and I have drawn up plans, under the overall operational code name of 'Perseus,' for

several possible approaches. Perseus One envisions the capture of Basilisk as a preliminary in order to
allow us to attack Manticore directly via the Manticore Wormhole Junction with simultaneous
assaults down the Basilisk-Manticore and Trevor's Star-Manticore lines. It gives us the best chance to
attain surprise and win the war in a single blow, but runs the greatest risk of catastrophic losses if we
fail.

"Perseus Two is more conventional. We would assemble our forces at DuQuesne Base in the
Barnett System, far enough inside the frontier that Manticore couldn't tell what we were up to. From
there, we'd attack southwest against Yeltsin, the thinnest point in their perimeter. With Yeltsin in our
hands, we would advance directly against Manticore, taking out the bases on our flanks to protect our
rear as we went. Losses would be higher than a successful Perseus One, but we'd avoid the risk of the
total destruction of our forces which Perseus One entails.

"Perseus Three is a variant of Perseus Two, directing two prongs from Barnett, one against Yeltsin
and a second striking northwest, against Hancock. The intention is to present Manticore with two axes
of threat, forcing them to split their forces against them. There's some risk of their concentrating their
total strength to defeat one attack in detail, but the odds are against it because of the risks it would
force them to accept against the other arm of our offensive. In my staff's opinion, our exposure to that
sort of attack would also be offset by our own ability to dictate the pace of operations by choosing
when to push with either prong.

"Finally, there's Perseus Four. Unlike the others, Four envisions a limited offensive to weaken the
Alliance rather than take Manticore completely out with one blow. In this instance, we would attack
northwest once more, toward Hancock Station. There are two possible variants. One is to reinforce our
forces at Seaford Nine and attack Hancock directly, while the other is to send a separate force out
from Barnett, take Zanzibar, then hook up to the north while our Seaford Nine forces attack southwest
to take Hancock in a pincer. The immediate objective is to destroy the only major Manty base in the
area and conquer Zanzibar, Alizon, and Yorik, after which we should offer to negotiate a cease-fire in
place. The loss of three inhabited star systems—especially in an area only recently added to the
Alliance—would have to shake the Manties' other alliance partners, and possession of the region
would position us quite nicely for a later activation of Perseus One or Three."

"And if Manticore chooses to continue operations rather than accept our peace terms?" Palmer-
Levy asked.

"In that case we could proceed with Perseus Three—unless we've been hurt far worse than I expect
—or retreat to our pre-war positions and negotiate a ceasefire from there. The second option would be
far more disadvantageous, but it would still be available if military operations blow up in our faces."

"And do you have a preference for one of the four attack plans, Amos?" Harris asked.



 
"My personal preference is for Perseus Three, if we want a permanent decision, or for Perseus

Four, which substantially lessens our overall risk, if our objectives are more limited. Exactly what our
actual objective is, of course, is a political decision, Mr. President."

"I see." Harris pinched the bridge of his nose again, then looked around the table. "Comments,
ladies and gentlemen?"

"We've got to continue expanding our economic base if we're going to maintain the Basic Living
Stipend payments," De La Sangliere said heavily. "And if the CRU did take Walter out, I think we
have to be very cautious about curtailing the BLS."

Harris nodded somberly. Two-thirds of Haven's home-world population was now on the Dole, and
rampant inflation was an economic fact of life. Faced with a treasury which had been effectively
empty for over a century, desperation had driven Frankel to propose limiting BLS adjustments to the
inflation rate, maintaining its actual buying power without increase. The carefully phrased "leaks"
Jessup had arranged to test-flight the idea had provoked riots in virtually every Prole housing unit,
and, two months later, Kanamashi had put twelve explosive pulser darts into Frankel's chest, requiring
a closed-coffin state funeral.

It was, Harris reflected grimly, one of the less ambiguous "protest votes" on record, and he
understood the near panic thoughts of actual BLS cuts woke in his cabinet colleagues.

"Given those considerations," De La Sangliere went on, "we've got to gain access to the systems
beyond Manticore, especially the Silesian Confederacy. If anyone knows some way we can grab them
off without fighting Manticore first, I, for one, would be delighted to hear of it."

"There isn't one." Palmer-Levy looked around the table, daring anyone to disagree with her flat
assertion. No one did, and Jessup endorsed her comment with a sharp nod. Bergren looked far more
unhappy than either of his colleagues, but the dapper foreign minister also nodded unwilling assent.
"Besides," the security minister went on, "a foreign crisis might help cool off the domestic front, at
least in the short term. It always has before."

"That's true." There was an almost hopeful note in De La Sangliere's voice. "Traditionally, the
People's Quorum's always accepted a freeze in the BLS for the duration of actual military operations."

"Of course they have." Dumarest snorted. "They know we're fighting for more slops for their
trough!"

Harris winced at her caustic cynicism. It was just as well Elaine was in charge of the war ministry
and not something with more public exposure, he reflected, but he couldn't fault her analysis.

"Exactly." Palmer-Levy's smile was cold as she glanced at Parnell. "You say we may take losses
against the Manticorans, Admiral?" Parnell nodded. "But would operations against them be
extended?"

"I don't see how they could be too extended, Ms. Secretary. Their fleet simply isn't large enough to
absorb the kind of losses we can. Unless they somehow managed to inflict an incredibly lopsided loss
ratio, it would have to be a fairly short war."

"That's what I thought," Palmer-Levy said in a satisfied tone. "And it might actually work in our
favor to take a certain number of casualties. I'm sure you could put the right spin control on it and use
the deaths of our gallant defenders to mobilize public opinion in our time of crisis, couldn't you,
Duncan?"

"I could, indeed." Jessup almost licked his chops—and did rub his hands—at the prospect of such
a propaganda coup, oblivious to the sudden, angry glitter in Parnell's eyes. "In fact, we can probably
build up a balance of support for future need, if we handle it right. It would certainly be a far cry from
the kind of growing unrest we're seeing now, anyway."

"There you are, then," Palmer-Levy said. "What we need is a short, victorious war . . . and I think
we all know where we can find one, don't we?"



 
 



 CHAPTER ONE
Dame Honor Harrington dropped her long, rolled bundle and removed a hat someone on Old Earth

of two millennia past would have called a fedora. She dried the sweatband with a handkerchief, then
sat on the weather-worn rock outcrop with a sigh of relief, laid the hat beside her, and looked out over
the magnificent panorama.

Wind cold enough to make her grateful for her leather jacket ruffled sweat-damp hair that was
longer than it had been before her convalescence. It was still far shorter than current fashion decreed,
but she ran her fingers through it with a curiously guilty sensuality. She'd worn it cropped close for
helmets and zero-gee for so long she'd forgotten how satisfying its curly, silken weight could feel.

She lowered her hands and stared out over the endless reaches of the Tannerman Ocean. Even
here, a thousand meters above its wrinkled blue and silver, she smelled salt on the chill wind. It was a
smell she'd been born to, yet it was perpetually new, as well. Perhaps because she'd spent so little time
on Sphinx in the twenty-nine T-years since joining the Navy.

She turned her head and looked down, down, down to where she'd begun her climb. A small splash
of bright green stood out boldly against the red-gold and yellow of autumn-touched grass, and she
twitched the muscles of her left eye socket in one of the patterns she'd learned in the endless months
of therapy.

There was a moment of disorientation, a sense that she was moving even while she sat still, and
the green splash was suddenly much larger. She blinked, still not fully accustomed to the effect, and
reminded herself to get more practice with her new eye. But the thought was distant, almost
absentminded, as the prosthesis' telescopic function brought the sprawling, green-roofed structure and
the greenhouses clustered about it into sharp focus.

That roof rose in a steep, snow-shedding peak, for Sphinx lay so far from the G0 component of the
Manticore binary system that only an exceptionally active carbon dioxide cycle made it habitable at
all. It was a cold world, with huge icecaps, a year sixty-three T-months long, and long, slow seasons.
Even here, barely forty-five degrees below the equator, its natives measured snowfall in meters, and
children born in autumn—as she herself had been—learned to walk before spring came.

Off-worlders shuddered at the very thought of a Sphinx winter. If pressed, they might agree that
Manticore-B IV, otherwise known as Gryphon, had more violent weather, but it was also warmer, and
its year was much shorter. At least whatever happened there was over three times as quickly, and
nothing could change their considered opinion that anyone who voluntarily lived on Sphinx year-
round had to be crazy.

Honor smiled at the thought as she studied the stone house where twenty generations of
Harringtons had been born, but there was an edge of truth in it. Sphinx's climate and gravity made for
sturdy, independent inhabitants. They might not be crazy, but they were self-sufficient and stubborn—
one might even say obstinate.

Leaves rustled, and she turned her head as a fast-moving blur of cream-and-gray fur snaked out of
the pseudo-laurel behind her. The six-limbed treecat belonged to the crown oak and picket wood of
lower elevations, but he was at home here in the Copper Walls, as well. Certainly he'd spent enough
time wandering their slopes with her as a child to become so.

He scampered across the bare rock, and she braced herself as he leapt into her lap. He landed with
a solid thump, his nine-plus standard kilos working out at almost twelve and a half here, and she oofed
in reproach.

He seemed unimpressed and rose on his haunches, bracing his mid-limbs' hand-paws on her
shoulders to gaze into her face with bright, grass-green eyes. Near-human intelligence examined her



 
from those very unhuman eyes, and then he touched her left cheek with a long-fingered true-hand and
gave a soft sigh of satisfaction when the skin twitched at the contact.

"No, it hasn't stopped working again," she told him, running her own fingers over his fluffy fur. He
sighed again, this time in unabashed pleasure, and oozed down with a buzzing purr. He was a limp,
heavy warmth across her thighs, and his own contentment flowed into her. She'd always known he
could sense her emotions, and she'd wondered, sometimes, if she could truly sense his or only thought
she could. A year ago he'd finally proven she could, and now she savored his content like her own as
her fingers stroked his spine.

Stillness gathered about her, perfected rather than marred by the crisp, sharp breeze, and she let it
fill her as she sat on the rock shelf as she had in childhood, mistress of all she surveyed, and wondered
who she truly was.

Captain Dame Honor Harrington, Countess Harrington, Knight Companion of the Order of King
Roger. When she was in uniform, her space-black tunic blazed with ribbons: the Manticore Cross, the
Star of Grayson, the Distinguished Service Order, the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal with cluster, the
blood-red stripe of the Monarch's Thanks with two clusters, two wound stripes . . . The list went on
and on, and there'd been a time when she'd craved those medals, those confirmations of achievement
and ability. She was proud of them even now, but they were no longer the stuff of dreams. She'd
learned too much about what those bits of ribbon cost.

Nimitz raised his head and kneaded the tips of his claws through her trousers to register his
discontent with the direction of her thoughts. She stroked his ears in apology, but she didn't stop
thinking them; they were the reason she'd spent the last four hours hiking up here to the refuge of her
childhood. Nimitz studied her for a moment, then sighed in resignation and laid his chin back on his
true-hands and left her to them.

She touched the left side of her face and clenched her cheek muscles under her fingers. It had
taken over eight Sphinxian months—almost a full T-year—of reconstructive surgery and therapy for
her to be able to do that. Her father was one of Manticore's finest neurosurgeons, yet the damage the
disrupter bolt had wreaked had taxed even his skill, for Honor was one of the minority of humans who
did not respond to regeneration therapies.

There was always some loss of function in neural repairs without regen. In her case, the loss had
been unusually severe and complicated by a stubborn tendency to reject natural tissue grafts. Two
complete nerve replacements had failed; in the end, they'd been forced to use artificial nerves with
powerful boosters, and the unending surgery, the repeated failures, and long, agonizing therapy as she
struggled to master the high-tech substitutes had almost defeated her. Even now there was an alien,
sharp-edged strangeness to reports from her synthetic nerves. Nothing felt quite right, as if the
implants were an ill-tuned sensor array—a sensation the undamaged nerves on the other side of her
face only made worse by comparison—and she doubted she would ever truly become accustomed to it.

She returned her gaze to the distant house and wondered how much of her melancholy stemmed
from the months of strain and pain. There'd been no fast, simple way through them, and she'd wept
herself to sleep more than once as the unnatural fire crackled in her face. There were no scars to reveal
the massive repairs—no visible ones, anyway—and her face was almost as sensitive, its muscles
almost as responsive, as they'd ever been. But only almost. She could tell the difference when she
watched herself in a mirror, see the slight hesitation when the left side of her mouth moved, hear the
occasionally slurred words that hesitation produced, even as she felt the skewed sensitivity when the
wind kissed her cheek.

And deep inside, where no one else could see, there were other scars.
The dreams were less frequent now, but they remained cold and bitter. Too many people had died

under her orders . . . or because she hadn't been there to keep them alive. And with those dreams came



 
self-doubt. Could she face the challenge of command once more? And even if she could, should the
Fleet trust her with others' lives?

Nimitz roused again and rose on his haunches once more, bracing his true-hands against her
shoulders. He stared into her chocolate-brown eyes—one natural, the other born of advanced
composites and molecular circuitry, and she felt his support and love flow into her.

She scooped him up and buried her wind-chilled face in his soft fur, embracing its physical
warmth even as she treasured that deeper, more precious inner one, and he purred to her until she
lowered him once more and drew a deep, deep breath.

She filled her lungs with crisp air, sucking the early fall chill deep until her chest ached with it,
and then she exhaled in one long, endless breath that carried away . . .  something. She couldn't put a
name to that something, yet she felt it go, and something else roused in its place, as if waking from
long sleep.

She'd been planetbound too long. She no longer belonged here on this beloved mountain, looking
down on the place of her birth through its chilled crystal air. For the first time in far too long she felt
the call of the stars not as a challenge she feared she could no longer meet but with the old need to be
about it, and she sensed the change in Nimitz's emotions as he shared her feelings.

"All right, Stinker—you can stop worrying now," she told him, and his purr turned brisker and
louder. His prehensile tail twitched as he touched her nose with his, and she laughed as she hugged
him close once more.

It wasn't over. She knew that. But at least she knew where she had to go, what she had to do, to lay
the nightmares to rest at last.

"Yeah," she told the treecat. "I guess it is about time I stopped feeling sorry for myself, isn't it?"
Nimitz twitched his tail more strongly in agreement. "And it's time I got back on a command deck,
too," she added. "Assuming, of course, that The Powers That Be want me back." This time there was
no fresh flash of pain at the qualifier, and she smiled in gratitude.

"In the meantime," she said more briskly, "it's also time the two of us got airborne."
She stood, set Nimitz on the rock, and bent over her long bundle. She unfastened the straps that

held it closed, and alloy clicked as she assembled the tubular frame with deft, practiced fingers. She
and Nimitz had discovered the wild joy of riding the Copper Walls' glorious winds before she was
twelve T-years old, and the 'cat bleeked in encouragement as she stretched the infinitely tough,
gossamer thin fabric into place.

It took less than half an hour to assemble the hang-glider and double-check every joint. She
slipped into the harness with the specially modified safety straps for Nimitz, and he scampered up her
back and clung to her shoulders as she adjusted them about him. She felt his delight and anticipation
bubbling with her own exuberance, and her natural eye sparkled as she clipped the harness leads to the
glider and gripped the hand bar.

"All right, hang on!" she told him, and launched herself over the edge of the long, lofty drop with
a whoop of sheer delight.

* * *
The sun was a fading rim of red-orange beyond the Copper Walls' peaks as Honor made the final

turn. She floated like a Sphinx albatross, five kilometers off-shore, and her eyes slitted with
amusement as she saw the bright splash of light against the deep twilight at the mountains' feet. The
Harrington homestead's brilliant exterior lights blazed in the darkness, for her steward—who
obviously thought a four-hour hike followed by a three-hour glide was a bit much for a recent invalid
—was taking no chances with his captain's landing.

She grinned and shook her head fondly. Hang-gliding was a planetary passion on Sphinx, but
Senior Chief Steward MacGuiness was from the capital world of Manticore. She suspected that he



 
believed all Sphinxians (herself included) were more than a bit mad and needed looking after. He
certainly did his level best to rule her life with an iron hand, and while it would never do to admit that
she enjoyed the way he fussed over—and at—her, she had to admit (privately) that this time he had a
point. She'd been an expert glider for over thirty T-years. As such she should have had the sense to get
herself home when she had good light for the landing, which meant she was going to have to endure
his ever so respectful reproaches with meek acceptance.

She swept in from the sea, adjusting her weight with finicky precision, smoothing her angle of
descent, and the ground rushed up toward her with suddenly breathtaking speed. Then the brilliant
light was tight in front of her, her dropping feet reached out, and Nimitz chittered with delight as she
raced forward, absorbing her velocity with an exultant laugh of her own.

She lost the last of her speed and went down on one knee, resting the glider frame on the red-gold
grass before the house, and a cold, whiskered nose caressed her right ear as Nimitz radiated his own
content. She unfastened his safety straps, and the 'cat dropped lightly to the ground and sat up to watch
her unlatch her own straps and rise, stretching until her shoulders popped and grinning at him like a
schoolgirl. Then she collapsed the glider with a few practiced motions—not completely, just into a
halfway convenient burden—and tucked it under her arm as she headed for the house.

"You left your com home again, Ma'am," a respectful, gently reproving voice said as she stepped
up onto the glassed-in storm porch.

"Did I?" she asked innocently. "How careless of me. It must have slipped my mind."
"Of course it did," MacGuiness agreed, and she turned her head to give him a brilliant smile. He

smiled back, but there was an edge of carefully hidden regret behind his eyes. Even now the left side
of the Captain's mouth was less expressive and responsive, giving her smile a lopsided quality that
was more sensed than seen. "The fact that someone might have called you in earlier had nothing at all
to do with it," he added, and Honor chuckled.

"Not a thing," she said, crossing the porch to stand the collapsed glider in the corner.
"As it happens, I did try to com you, Ma'am," MacGuiness said after a moment, his voice more

serious. "A letter from the Admiralty arrived this afternoon."
Honor froze for just one moment, then adjusted the glider's position with careful precision. The

Admiralty used electronic mail for most purposes; official letters were sent only under very special
circumstances, and she schooled her face into calm and made herself fight down a sudden surge of
excitement before she turned and raised an eyebrow.

"Where is it?"
"Beside your plate, Ma'am." MacGuiness glanced pointedly at his chrono. "Your supper's

waiting," he added, and Honor's mouth quirked in another smile.
"I see," she murmured. "Well, let me get washed up and I'll deal with both of them, Mac."
"At your convenience, Ma'am," MacGuiness said without a trace of triumph.

* * *
Honor forced herself to move without haste as she walked into the dining room and felt the quiet

old house about her like a shield. She was an only child, and her parents had an apartment near their
medical offices in Duvalier City, almost five hundred kilometers to the north. They were seldom
"home" except on weekends, and her birthplace always seemed a bit empty without them. It was odd.
Somehow she always pictured them here whenever she was away, as if they and the house were a
single, inseparable entity, like a protecting shadow of her childhood.

MacGuiness was waiting, napkin neatly folded over one forearm, as she slid into her chair. One of
the perks for a captain of the list was a permanently assigned steward, though Honor still wasn't
entirely positive how MacGuiness had chosen himself for that duty. It was just one of those inevitable
things, and he watched over her like a mother hawk, but he had his own ironclad rules. They included



 
the notion that nothing short of pitched battle should be allowed to interfere with his captain's meals,
and he cleared his throat as she reached for the anachronistic, heavily embossed envelope. She looked
up, and he whisked the cover from a serving dish with pointed emphasis.

"Not this time, Mac," she murmured, breaking the seal, and he sighed and replaced the cover.
Nimitz contemplated their human antics with a small, amused "bleek" from his place at the far end of
the table, and the steward replied with a repressive frown.

Honor opened the envelope and slid out two sheets of equally archaic parchment. They crackled
crisply, and her eyes—organic and cybernetic alike—opened wide as they flicked over the formal
printed words on the first page. MacGuiness stiffened at her shoulder as she inhaled sharply, and she
read it a second time, then glanced at the second sheet and looked up to meet his gaze.

"I think," she said slowly, "that it's time to open the good stuff, Mac. How about a bottle of the
Delacourt '27?"

"The Delacourt, Ma'am?"
"I don't think Dad will mind . . . under the circumstances."
"I see. May I assume, then, that it's good news, Ma'am?"
"You may, indeed." She cleared her throat and stroked the parchment almost reverently. "It seems,

Mac, that BuMed in its infinite wisdom has decided I'm fit for duty again, and Admiral Cortez has
found a ship for me." She looked up from the orders with a sudden, blinding smile. "In fact, he's
giving me Nike!"

The normally unflappable MacGuiness stared back at her, and his jaw dropped. HMS Nike wasn't
just a battlecruiser. She was the battlecruiser, the fiercely sought after, most prestigious prize any
captain could covet. There was always a Nike, with a list of battle honors reaching clear back to
Edward Saganami, the founder of the Royal Manticoran Navy, and the current Nike was the newest,
most powerful battlecruiser in the Fleet.

Honor laughed out loud and tapped the second sheet of parchment.
"According to this, we go aboard Wednesday," she said. "Ready for a little space duty again,

Mac?"
MacGuiness' eyes met hers, and then he shook himself, and a huge, matching smile lit his own

face.
"Yes, Ma'am. I think I can stand that—and this certainly is a night for the Delacourt!"
 



 CHAPTER TWO
The intra-system shuttle settled into the docking buffers of Her Majesty's Space Station

Hephaestus, and Honor tapped the save key on her memo pad and rose from her seat just inside the
hatch.

Her face gave no hint of her inner excitement as she drew the white beret of a starship's
commander from under her left epaulet. She grimaced mentally as she adjusted it, for she hadn't worn
it in over a T-year, and she hadn't allowed for the way her hair had grown. It was considered bad luck
for an RMN officer to replace her first white beret, which meant she either had to get her hair clipped
or the beret re-sized, she thought, and held out her arms to Nimitz.

The 'cat swarmed up onto her padded shoulder and settled his weight with a soft bleek, then patted
the soft, white beret with a proprietary air. Honor hid a grin that would never have suited the probity
of a senior grade captain, and Nimitz snorted in amused tolerance. He knew how much that symbol
meant to her, and he saw absolutely no reason she shouldn't show it.

For that matter, Honor had to admit there was no real need to assume her "captain's face" so soon,
since, aside from MacGuiness, no one on the shuttle knew who she was or why she was here. But she
needed the practice. Even the shuttle felt strange after so long off a command deck, and few things
were more important than starting a new command off on the right foot. Besides—

She brought her mental babbling to a stern halt and admitted the truth. She didn't feel just
"strange"; she felt worried, and under her joy at getting back into space, butterflies mated in her
midsection. She'd put in all the simulation hours she'd been allowed between bouts of surgery and
therapy, but that wasn't as many as she would have liked. Unfortunately, it was hard to argue with your
physician when he was also your father, and even if Doctor Harrington had allowed all the sim time
she wanted, simulators weren't the same as reality. Besides, Nike would be her biggest, most powerful
ship yet—eight hundred and eighty thousand tons, with a crew of over two thousand—which was
enough to make anyone nervous after so long dirt-side, simulators or no.

Yet she knew her long medical leave wasn't the only reason for her anxiety. Being picked for Nike
was an enormous professional compliment, especially for a captain who'd never before held
battlecruiser command. Among other things, it was an implicit approval of her performance in her last
command, whatever her own mixed feelings, and a clear indication the Admiralty was grooming her
for flag rank. But there was another side to the coin, as well. With opportunity came
responsibility . . . and the chance to fail.

She inhaled deeply, squaring her shoulders, then touched the three gold stars embroidered on her
tunic, and deep down inside something laughed at her own reactions. Each of those stars represented a
previous hyper-capable command, and she'd been through almost exactly the same internal cycle with
each of them. Oh, there were differences this time, but there were always differences, and the
underlying truth never changed. There was nothing in the universe she wanted more than
command . . . and nothing that scared her worse than the thought of failing once she had it.

Nimitz bleeked again, softly, in her ear. The sound was comforting yet scolding, and she glanced
over at him. A delicate yawn showed needle-sharp white fangs in the lazy, confident grin of a
predator, and humor narrowed her eyes as she rubbed his ears and started for the hatch with
MacGuiness at her heels.

* * *
The personnel tube deposited them at a slip on the extreme rim of Hephaestus' hull. The space

station seemed larger every time Honor saw it . . . probably because it was. Hephaestus was the Royal
Manticoran Navy's premiere shipyard, and the Navy's steadily accelerating building programs were



 
mirrored by an equally steady growth in the station's size. It was over forty kilometers long, now—a
lumpy, ungainly, immensely productive amalgamation of building and repair slips, fabrication shops,
deep-space foundries, and living quarters for thousands of workers that never stopped growing.

She glanced through the armorplast wall of the space-dock gallery as she and MacGuiness headed
for the docking tube, and it took all her will power not to gawk like a middy on her first deployment,
for the sleek, powerful shape floating in the building slip's mooring tractors cried out for her to stop
dead and stare hungrily through the armorplast.

HMS Nike was all but completed. Yard dogs and their remotes floated about her and crawled over
her like tiny, furiously laboring ants, and the double-ended, flattened spindle of her battle steel hull
looked mottled as it awaited its final coating of skin-fused pigment. But the hollow throats of missile
tubes and the ominous snouts of lasers and grasers crouched in her opened weapon bays, and mechs
were already closing up the plating around her last drive nodes. Another two weeks, Honor thought,
three at the most, till the acceptance trials. Only twenty T-years ago, the process would have been far
more extended, with builder's tests followed by pre-acceptance trials before she was turned over for
the Navy's own evaluation, but there was no time for that now. The tempo of construction was almost
scary, and the reason for the endless hurry was enough to frighten anyone.

She turned a bend in the gallery and the Marines manning the outboard end of Nike's docking tube
stiffened and snapped to attention as she crossed to them with a measured stride. She returned their
salutes and handed her ID to the sergeant in charge, who scrutinized it briefly but closely before he
returned it with another salute.

"Thank you, Milady," he said crisply, and Honor's upper lip quivered. She was still getting used to
being a peer of the realm—although, in truth, that wasn't exactly what she was—but she suppressed
the temptation to smile and accepted her ID folio with a grave nod.

"Thank you, Sergeant," she said and started to step into the tube, then paused as she saw one hand
twitch towards his communicator. He stiffened into immobility, and this time she did let herself
smile. "It's all right, Sergeant. Go ahead."

"Uh, yes, Milady." The sergeant blushed, then relaxed and responded with a slight smile of his
own. Some captains preferred to catch their new crews by surprise, but Honor had always thought it
was rather pointless—and foolish. Unless an executive officer had managed to completely alienate her
crew, they were going to flash a warning to her as soon as the new captain's back was out of sight
anyway. And there was no way a crew would leave Nike's exec in the dark.

She grinned at that thought as she crossed the scarlet zero-gee warning stripe and launched herself
into a graceful free-fall glide.

* * *
A full side party waited in the entry port. The side boys came to attention, electronic bosun's pipes

twittered in archaic ritual, and the spotlessly uniformed commander at the head of Nike's assembled
senior officers snapped a salute that would have done Saganami Island proud.

Honor returned it with equal formality and felt Nimitz sitting perfectly still on her shoulder. She'd
worked hard at impressing the need for proper decorum upon him, and she was a bit relieved to find
her efforts paying off. He was choosy about familiarity, but he was also demonstrative about greeting
those he admitted to the select circle of his friends.

"Permission to come aboard, Ma'am?" Honor asked very formally as she lowered her hand from
the salute.

"Permission granted, Milady," the commander replied in a soft, furry contralto, and stepped back
to clear the entry port.

It was an oddly gracious gesture on a subordinate's part. Not consciously so, but on an almost
instinctive level, and Honor hid another smile. She stood a good fourteen centimeters taller than the



 
other woman, but she'd never had the same presence, the same easy ability to dominate the space
about her, and she doubted she ever would.

The Manticore Colony, Ltd., had drawn its original settlers primarily from Old Earth's western
hemisphere, and five hundred T-years had gone far towards pureeing the original colonists' genetic
heritages. There were exceptions—such as Honor herself, whose emigrant mother was of almost pure
Old Earth Asian extraction by way of the ancient colony world of Beowulf—but by and large it was
difficult to estimate anyone's ancestry at a glance.

Her new exec was an exception, however. Through whatever trick of genetics, Commander The
Honorable Michelle Henke was a throwback to her first Manticoran ancestor's genotype. Her skin was
barely a shade lighter than her space-black uniform, her hair was even curlier than Honor's . . . and
there was no mistaking the clean-cut, distinctive features of the House of Winton.

Commander Henke said nothing as she escorted Honor up-ship to the bridge. Her face was
admirably grave, but a twinkle lurked in her eyes, and Honor was relieved to see it. The last time
they'd seen one another had been over six T-years ago, and Henke had been senior to her at the time;
now she was not only two full ranks Honor's junior but her executive officer and immediate
subordinate, as well, and Honor hadn't quite been able to rule out the possibility of resentment over
the change.

They reached the bridge, and Honor looked around appreciatively. Her last ship had been just as
new as Nike when she assumed command, and she knew how lucky she'd been, even in the expanding
Manticoran Navy, to win two brand new ships in a row. Yet marvelous as the heavy cruiser Fearless
had been, her bridge paled beside Nike's, and the hugely expanded tactical section made her mouth
water. Battlecruisers were Manticore's ship of choice, ideally suited to the fast, slashing tactics the
Navy had embraced for over four T-centuries, and she could practically feel her new command's
lethality quivering about her.

She shook off the moment of almost sensual enjoyment and crossed to the captain's chair. She
started to shoo Nimitz off her shoulder to the chair's back, then stopped herself. This was his moment,
as well as hers, and she decided to let him be as she reached out and touched a stud on the chair arm.

The clear, sharp chimes of an all-hands announcement sounded from every speaker on the ship,
and com screens blinked alive with her face as she reached into her tunic and withdrew the stiff
parchment. She looked straight into the pickup, forcing herself not to clear her throat and wondering,
with a corner of her mind, why she felt so nervous. It wasn't as if she'd never done this before!

She pushed the thought aside and unfolded her orders, the sound of the paper loud in the stillness,
and began to read in a calm, clear voice.

" 'From Admiral Sir Lucien Cortez, Fifth Space Lord, Royal Manticoran Navy, to Captain Dame
Honor Harrington, Countess Harrington, KCR, MC, SG, DSO, CGM, Royal Manticoran Navy, Twenty-
First Day, Sixth Month, Year Two Hundred and Eighty-Two After Landing. Madam: You are hereby
directed and required to proceed aboard Her Majesty's Starship Nike, BC-Four-One-Three, there to
take upon yourself the duties and responsibilities of commanding officer in the service of the Crown.
Fail not in this charge at your peril. By order of Lady Francine Maurier, Baroness Morncreek, First
Lord of Admiralty, Royal Manticoran Navy, for Her Majesty the Queen.' "

She refolded the document slowly and carefully, feeling once more the thrill of the moment, then
looked at Commander Henke.

"Madam Exec, I assume command," she said.
"Captain," Henke replied formally, "you have command."
"Thank you," Honor said, and looked back at the pickup that connected her to her so-far

anonymous crew. "This is a proud moment for me," she said, and her quiet sincerity deprived her
words of the trite formality she feared infused them. "Very few captains have the honor of



 
commanding a ship with this one's battle record. Even fewer are privileged to assume command
straight from the builder's hands, and none of them ever have the opportunity to do both of those
things more than once. As keel plate owners, we have a great deal to live up to as we build on the
tradition entrusted to our keeping, but I know that when the time comes for me to pass this ship into
another captain's keeping, he or she will have even more to live up to than we do now."

She paused, her eyes very level, then smiled almost impishly.
"You're going to feel overworked and underappreciated while we work up, people, but try to

remember that it's all in a good cause. I'm sure I can rely on all of you to give me your very best. I
promise you'll get my best in return." She nodded at the pickup. "Carry on," she said, and killed the
circuit and turned back to Henke.

"Welcome aboard, Captain." The commander extended her hand in the traditional welcoming
handclasp, and Honor gripped it hard.

"Thank you, Mike. It's good to be here."
"May I present your senior officers?" Henke asked, and then waved the waiting officers forward at

Honor's nod.
"Commander Ravicz, Ma'am, our engineer."
"Mr. Ravicz," Honor murmured. The engineer's deep-set eyes were frankly curious as he nodded

courteously to her, and she shook his hand before glancing back at Henke.
"Commander Chandler, our tac officer," her exec said.
"Ms. Chandler." The diminutive tactical officer's flaming red head didn't reach even to Honor's

shoulder, but she had a tough, no-nonsense look to her, and her blue eyes were as firm as her
handshake.

"I believe you know Surgeon Commander Montoya, our doctor," Henke said, and Honor smiled
hugely as she took Montoya's hand in both of hers.

"Indeed I do! It's good to see you again, Fritz."
"And you, Skipper." Montoya studied the left side of her face for a moment, then nodded.

"Especially to see you looking so good," he added.
"I had a good doctor—two of them, in fact," Honor said, and gave his hand another squeeze before

she turned to the next officer on Henke's list.
"Lieutenant Colonel Klein, commanding our Marine detachment," Henke said.
"Colonel." The Marine bobbed a sharp, respectful nod as he took Honor's hand. His was the sort of

face that revealed very little, but the ribbons on his black tunic were impressive. Which they ought to
be. Nike carried a full battalion of Marines, and the Admiralty wouldn't have picked their
commander's name out of a hat.

"Lieutenant Commander Monet, our com officer," Henke continued down the order of seniority.
"Mr. Monet." The com officer was the antithesis of her new tac officer: a tall, thin, almost

colorless man with humorless features. His handclasp was firm enough, but almost mechanical.
"Lieutenant Commander Oselli, our astrogator." Henke's bland voice laid just a hint of emphasis

on the word "astrogator," and Honor's lips twitched, for her own astrogation skills were less than
outstanding.

"Ms. Oselli." Honor shook her astrogator's hand, pleased with what she saw. Oselli's hair and eyes
were as dark as Honor's own, and her thin, almost foxy features looked both confident and intelligent.

"And last but not least, Lieutenant Commander Jasper, our logistics officer."
"Mr. Jasper." Honor gave Nike's supply officer a small smile that mingled conspiracy and

sympathy. "I imagine you and I will be seeing a lot of one another over the next week or so,
Commander. I'll try not to ask the impossible of you, but you know how captains are."

"Yes, Milady, I'm afraid I do." Amusement colored Jasper's deep baritone. "At the moment, I



 
know almost exactly where we are and what we still need. Needless to say, that's subject to change
without notice until the yard turns us loose."

"Needless to say," Honor agreed, and folded her hands behind her as she surveyed the entire group.
"Well, ladies and gentlemen, we've got a lot to do, and no doubt I'll get to know you all in the process.
For now, I'll let you get on with whatever you were doing before my arrival interrupted, but you're all
invited to dine with me at eighteen hundred, if that will be convenient."

Heads nodded as agreements were murmured, and Honor chuckled mentally. It was a rare officer
who wouldn't find it "convenient" to dine with a new captain on her first day in command! She nodded
a courteous dismissal, and they began to move away, but she held up a hand as Henke started to leave.

"Wait a moment, Exec. I'd appreciate it if you could join me in my quarters. We've got a lot to
discuss."

"Of course, Milady," Henke murmured, and looked across the bridge. "Ms. Oselli, you have the
watch."

"Aye, aye, Ma'am. I have the watch," Oselli responded, and Henke followed Honor into the
intraship car. The doors slid shut behind them, and the commander's formality vanished in a face-
splitting grin.

"Damn, but it's good to see you again, Honor!" She flung an arm around her superior and squeezed
tightly, then reached up to Nimitz. The treecat buzzed a happy purr and extended a true-hand in a
handshake all their own, and she laughed. "Good to see you, too, Stinker. Still extorting celery out of
your hapless companions?"

Nimitz bleeked smugly and flirted his fluffy tail, and Honor smiled back at her exec. As a rule,
she disliked easy embraces, and despite her own recent elevation, she was still uncomfortable with
those from the rarefied heights of the aristocracy, but Mike Henke was a rule unto herself. She never
presumed upon her family's position as a cadet branch of Manticore's ruling dynasty, yet she had an
unaffected ease with people and public situations Honor could only envy. They'd been roommates at
Saganami Island for over three T-years, and Henke had spent hours trying to beat the fundamentals of
multi-dimensional math into her shy, towering roommate, and even more hours unveiling the
mysteries of etiquette and social interaction. Honor's yeoman ancestry hadn't prepared her for
interaction with the nobility, and she'd often wondered if that was one reason the Academy adjutant
had paired her with Henke, but whether it had been intentional or not, she knew how much Michelle's
easy, breezy confidence had helped her.

"It's good to see you, too, Mike," she said simply, squeezing back briefly, then straightened as the
lift stopped. Henke grinned at her, then twitched her face into properly formal lines as the door hissed
open and the two of them walked down the passage to Honor's quarters.

The Marine sentry outside the captain's cabin came to attention at their approach, immaculate in
green and black. Honor nodded courteously to her, then opened the hatch and waved Henke through it,
only to pause as she saw her new quarters for the first time.

They were huge, she thought with a touch of awe. Her belongings had come up the day before, and
MacGuiness was fussing over the treecat-sized life-support module mounted on a bulkhead. He turned
and started to come to attention as he realized his captain wasn't alone, but Honor gestured for him to
stand easy.

"Mac, meet Commander Henke. Mike, Senior Chief MacGuiness—my keeper." Henke chuckled,
and MacGuiness shook his head resignedly. "Go on with what you're doing, Mac," Honor continued.
"Commander Henke and I are old friends."

"Of course, Ma'am." MacGuiness bent back over the module, and Nimitz leapt lightly from
Honor's shoulder to the module's top to watch him while Honor looked around and shook her head.
Her personal gear had filled her last set of quarters to the point of crowding; here, it looked almost



 
spartan. Expensive carpet covered the decksole, and a huge painting of the original Nike's final action
in the Battle of Carson dominated one bulkhead, faced from across the cabin by a state portrait of
Elizabeth III, Queen of Manticore. A portrait, Honor noted, which bore a striking resemblance to her
own exec.

"BuShips really spoils its battlecruiser captains, doesn't it?" she murmured.
"Oh, I don't know." Henke looked around and quirked an eyebrow. "I'd say it's about right for one

of your eminence, Dame Honor."
"Yeah, sure." Honor crossed to the padded seat under a view port and leaned back, staring out at

the space station's irregular flank. "This," she said, "is going to take some getting used to."
"I'm sure you'll adjust," Henke replied dryly. She crossed to Honor's desk and reached out to a

heat-warped golden plaque on the bulkhead. The sailplane etched into its metal had lost a wing tip,
and the commander reached out to touch it gently. "This happen in Basilisk?" she asked. "Or Yeltsin?"

"Basilisk." Honor crossed her legs and shook her head. "Just missed Nimitz's module, too. We
were lucky."

"Sure you were. Skill didn't have a thing to do with it," Henke agreed with another grin.
"I wouldn't go quite that far," Honor said, surprised by how easily it came out, "but honesty

compels me to admit that luck did enter into it."
Henke snorted and turned back to the plaque, straightening it carefully, and Honor smiled at her

back. They hadn't seen one another in far too long, and their relationship had changed, for their roles
were different, but her earlier concern that the change might make them awkward with one another
seemed as silly as it had been unfounded now.

The exec gave up on getting the warped plaque to hang square and turned one of the comfortable
chairs to face the view port. She draped herself across it with a loose-limbed casualness that was the
antithesis of Honor's economical movement and cocked her head.

"It really is good to see you again—especially looking so fit," she said quietly. "I'd heard it was a
rough convalescence."

Honor made a small, throwing-away gesture. "It could have been worse. Given that I lost half my
command, I sometimes think it was actually easier than I deserved," she said, and Nimitz looked up
from the life-support module, ears half-flattened, as bitterness shadowed her voice despite herself.

"Now how did I know you'd say something like that?" Henke murmured with a headshake. "Some
people don't change a lot, do they?"

Honor glanced at MacGuiness. "Mac, could you bring us a couple of beers?"
"Of course, Ma'am." The steward gave a last punch at the module keyboard and vanished into his

pantry, and Nimitz jumped from its top to the couch beside Honor.
"All right, Madam Exec. You might as well give me your version of the pep talk," she sighed as

the pantry hatch closed, and Henke frowned.
"I don't think a 'pep talk' is exactly what you need, Honor. Maybe a lick or two of common sense

wouldn't hurt, though." Honor looked up, startled by her friend's suddenly astringent tone, and Henke
gave her a crooked smile.

"I realize a commander isn't supposed to tell a senior grade captain she's got her head up her ass,
but blaming yourself for what happened to your people—or to Admiral Courvosier—is stupid." Honor
winced at Courvosier's name, and Henke's voice softened. "Sorry. I know how close you were to the
Admiral, but, damn it, Honor, no one could have done better with the information you had. And didn't
Admiral Courvosier always tell us no officer's performance can be accurately measured except in
terms of what she knows at the moment she makes her call?"

Her eyes were stern, and Honor's mouth quirked as she remembered other lectures in a dormitory
room long, long ago.



 
She started to reply, then paused as MacGuiness returned with their beers. He served both officers,

then withdrew again, and Honor turned her stein in long fingers, staring down into it. She sighed.
"You're right, Mike. The Admiral would kick my backside up between my ears if he knew how

much I blame myself for what happened to him, and I know it. Which—" she looked back up "—
doesn't make it a lot easier to stop doing it. But I'm coping with it. Really."

"Good." Henke raised her beer. "Absent friends," she said softly.
"Absent friends," Honor whispered back. Glass clinked, and both women sipped, then lowered

their steins almost in unison.
"In case I haven't already mentioned it," Henke went on more briskly, gesturing at the four

gleaming gold rings on Honor's cuff, "I must say a captain's uniform becomes you."
"Makes me look less like an overgrown horse, you mean," Honor said wryly, relieved by the

change of mood, and Henke laughed.
"If you only knew how lesser mortals envy your centimeters," she teased. "But I hope you realize I

expect you to do wonderful things for my career."
"Oh? How's that?"
"Well just look at it. Both your last two execs got their own ships, and from what I hear, Alistair

McKeon's getting his fourth ring next month. I just got a letter from Alice Truman, too, and she just
got her first heavy cruiser. You think it's just a coincidence they all served with you? Hell, Honor—
I'm not going to be satisfied with anything less than a cruiser of my own at the end of this
commission!" She grinned and took another long pull at her beer, then leaned back with an expansive
air.

"And now, Ma'am, before we dive into the kilometers of paperwork we both know are waiting for
us, I want to hear your side of everything that's happened since the last time I saw you."

 



 CHAPTER THREE
Rain beat on the double-paned window, and the crackling fire behind Hamish Alexander, Earl of

White Haven, danced as wind sucked over the chimney top. It was an archaic, even a barbaric, way to
heat a room, but then, that wasn't the real reason it had been lit. The dreary chill of an early winter not
yet ready for snow had settled over White Haven, seeping into bones and spirits, and the bright,
popping hiss of an open fire still worked the ancient magic at need.

The thirteenth earl leaned back in the oversized wooden chair built to the eleventh earl's special
orders and studied his guest. Sir James Bowie Webster, First Space Lord of the Manticoran Admiralty,
wore the black and gold of a fleet admiral, but White Haven was in mufti.

"So it's official, is it?"
"Yep." Webster sipped hot coffee, then shrugged. "Can't say he's the man I'd have chosen, but my

tenure ends in two months."
White Haven gave a little grimace but nodded. It was irritating, to say the least, when someone

with Webster's talent had to step down as First Space Lord, but given the long careers the prolong
anti-aging treatments produced, the Navy had long ago developed a policy of rotating its senior
admirals regularly to keep them current with operational realities.

Webster grinned at his friend's expression, but his eyes were serious as he continued. "Someone
has to replace me, and whatever else he may be, Caparelli's got a backbone. That may be important in
the next year or so."

"A real thick backbone—to match the one in his head," White Haven muttered, and Webster
snorted.

"You still haven't forgiven him for kicking your ass all over the soccer field at Saganami Island,
have you?" he challenged.

"Why should I?" White Haven demanded with a gleam of humor. "It was a classic example of
brute force over technique, and you know it."

"Besides, it pisses you off to lose."
"And it pisses me off to lose," the earl agreed wryly, then shrugged. "Well, as you say, he's got

guts. And at least he won't have to put up with Janacek."
"Amen," Webster said fervently. The recently replaced civilian head of the Navy was very low on

both officers' lists of favorite people.
"But," White Haven went on after a moment, "somehow I don't think you came all the way out

here just to tell me Cromarty and Baroness Morncreek have picked Caparelli."
"Perceptive as usual." Webster set his cup aside and leaned forward, bracing his forearms on his

knees. "The fact is, Lucien Cortez is staying on as Fifth Space Lord, but Caparelli's going to want to
put his own personnel policies in place, and I'm here to get your input before I sign a few midnight
command assignments." He waved a hand at White Haven's raised eyebrow. "Oh, it's his prerogative
to make his own personnel decisions. I certainly wanted the same thing when I took over. But he's
going to be feeling his way into things for a couple of months. Given the current situation in the PRH,
I want him to have a solid team in the field during the transition."

"Makes sense," White Haven acknowledged.
"Glad you think so. At any rate, I'm fairly comfortable that I've got all the round pegs in the round

little holes . . . with a few exceptions."
"Such as?"
"Hancock Station's the most important one. That's why I wanted to talk to you," Webster said, and

White Haven grunted in understanding, for he had just returned from an inspection tour of the Royal



 
Manticoran Navy's newest and, just possibly, most critical Fleet station.

The Hancock System's barren red dwarf had absolutely nothing to recommend it . . . except its
location. It lay directly to galactic north of Manticore, ideally placed as an advanced picket for the
systems of Yorik, Zanzibar, and Alizon, all members of the Kingdom's anti-Haven alliance. Perhaps
more to the point, it was less than ten light-years from the Seaford Nine System, and Seaford Nine was
one of the People's Republic of Haven's largest frontier bases. Which was very interesting, since
Haven had absolutely nothing worth protecting within a good fifty light-years of it.

"Leave it to Mark Sarnow," the earl said, and Webster groaned.
"Damn it, I knew you were going to say that! He's too junior, and we both know it!"
"Junior or not, he's also the man who talked Alizon into signing up with the Alliance," White

Haven countered, "not to mention having set Hancock up in the first place. And if you've read my
report, you know what kind of job he's been doing out there."

"I'm not questioning his competence, only his seniority," Webster shot back. "No one admires the
job he's done more than I do, but now that the yard facilities are coming on-line we're upgrading the
station to a full task force. That means we need at least a vice admiral out there, and if I put a rear
admiral—and a rear admiral of the red, at that!—in command, I'll have a mutiny on my hands."

"Then promote him."
"Lucien already bumped him from commodore at least two years early." Webster shook his head.

"No, forget it, Hamish. Sarnow's good, but he just doesn't have the seniority for it."
"So who are you thinking of putting in?" White Haven demanded, then paused with an arrested

expression. "Oh, no, Jim! Not me!"
"No." Webster sighed. "Mind you, there's no one I'd rather have out there, but even with the

upgrade, it's only a vice admiral's slot. Besides, I want you closer to home if the fecal matter hits the
rotary air impeller. No, I was thinking about Yancey Parks."

"Parks?" One of the earl's mobile eyebrows rose in surprise.
"He's almost as good a strategist as you are, and he's one hell of an organizer," Webster pointed

out.
"Why do you sound like you're trying to convince yourself of that?" White Haven asked with a

small smile, and Webster snorted.
"I'm not. I'm trying to convince you to agree with me."
"I don't know, Jim. . . ." The earl rose, clasping his hands behind him, to take a quick turn around

his study. He gazed out into the wet night for a moment, then wheeled to stare down at the crackling
flames.

"The thing that worries me," he said without turning his head, "is that Yancey's too much of a
thinker."

"Since when has that been a liability? Weren't you just objecting to Caparelli because he's not
one?"

"Touché," White Haven murmured with a chuckle.
"Not only that, he's been working with BuPlan on the general buildup in the sector. He knows it

backward and forward, and the first priority has to be getting Hancock fully operational."
"That's true." The earl frowned down into the fire, then shook his head. "I don't know, Jim," he

repeated. "There's just something about the idea that . . . bothers me." His hands fisted and opened
behind him a time or two, then he wheeled to face the First Space Lord. "Maybe it's just that he doesn't
have enough fire in his belly. I know he's got guts, but he second-guesses himself. Oh, he's got good
strategic instincts when he listens to them, but sometimes he over-analyzes himself right into
indecision."

"I think an analyst may be exactly what we need," Webster argued, and White Haven frowned a



 
moment longer, then snorted.

"Tell you what—give him Sarnow as a squadron commander, and I'll give you my blessings."
"Blackmail!" Webster grumbled around a grin.
"So don't pay. You don't really need my approval, Your Lordship."
"True." Webster rubbed his craggy chin, then gave a sharp nod. "Done!" he said crisply.
"Good." The earl smiled and sat back down behind his desk before going on in an unnaturally

casual tone. "By the way, Jim, there was something else I'd like to speak to you about while you're
here."

"Oh?" Webster sipped coffee, regarding his friend levelly over the cup's rim, then lowered it.
"What might that be? No—let me guess. It wouldn't be your newest protégée, Captain Harrington,
would it?"

"I'd hardly call her that," White Haven objected.
"Oh? Then it must have been someone else who's been badgering Lucien and me to get her back

into space," Webster said ironically
"She was Raoul's protégée, not mine. I simply happen to think she's one hell of an outstanding

officer."
"Who happens to have gotten herself shot up so badly it's taken a T-year or so to put her back

together."
"Oh, for God's sake!" White Haven snorted. "I haven't been monitoring her medical condition, but

I've met the woman. She beat the hell out of a Peep battlecruiser that out-massed her damn nearly
three-to-one after she'd been wounded! And I also know a bit about traumatic injuries, thank you." His
mouth tightened, then he shook himself. "If she isn't back at a hundred percent physically by now, I'll
eat my beret!"

"I can't argue with you there," Webster said pacifically, but behind his calm eyes he was surprised
by the genuine anger in the earl's voice. "And as you're perfectly well aware, it's BuMed that's been
throwing up the 'hold' signals. I want her back in space, Lucien wants her back in space, and you want
her back in space, but they're concerned about the possibility of putting her back too quickly. They
just think she may need more time."

"Get her back up on the horse, Jim," White Haven said impatiently.
"And if the Commanding Officers Board has a few reservations?"
"Reservations?!" White Haven half rose, and his eyes were dangerous.
"Will you please sit down and quit looking like you want to assault me?" Webster said with some

asperity. The earl blinked, as if only then aware of his own expression, and twitched his shoulders.
Then he resumed his seat and crossed his legs with a faint smile.

"Thank you," the First Space Lord said. "Look, Hamish, it's the psycho-babblers who're worried
about her." White Haven started to say something quick and angry, but a raised hand stopped him.
"Just hold your horses, will you?" Webster waited for his friend to settle back again, then continued.

"As you know perfectly well, even Lucien and I have to have a damned compelling case before we
can override BuMed, especially for commanding officers, and Harrington's had a rough
convalescence. I don't have all the details, but there were some fairly serious complications with her
treatment, and as you yourself just said, you know better than I do how that can wear someone down."

He paused, holding the earl's eyes steadily, and White Haven's face tightened. His own wife had
been a near-total invalid for years, and he bit his lip for a moment before he nodded.

"All right. From what I can make out, all the complications and therapy had her pretty low for a
while, but she's bouncing back from that. What worries the psych types is all the people she lost in
Grayson. Then there's Raoul. He was damned near a second father to her, from all I can make out, and
he died when she wasn't even there. There's a lot of room for pain—and guilt—in something like that,
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